Objectives for a New SEM Program
Years 3–5

1. The expansion of Type I opportunities by:
   a. scheduling bimonthly building-wide Type Is.
   b. organizing a districtwide system for arranging Type I speakers, Type II mini-courses, and Type III mentors.
   c. Encouraging classroom teachers to make and share interest development centers, etc.

2. The diffusion of Type II techniques into the regular classroom by:
   a. model teaching of Type II skills.
   b. encouraging classroom teachers to team-teach Type IIs.
   c. organizing in-service for classroom teachers in the major objectives of Type II Enrichment.
   d. regularly scheduling enrichment clusters in each school.

3. The expansion of the program into:
   a. the primary grades,
   b. the secondary level, and
   c. the art program.

4. The establishment of communication vehicles by:
   a. creating schoolwide newsletters,
   b. starting a district newsletter, and
   c. sending home parent progress reports.

5. Continue working on the expansion of curricular modification and differentiation strategies through curriculum compacting and replacement activities.